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Introduction 

A CTIVE microwave effects in bulk  semiconductor 
have been discovered and extensively  developed 
in the  past  four  years. A  previous  special issue 

(January, 1966) was  devoted to  transit-time effects such 
as the domain  mode of the  transferred-electron  effect, 
which was  discovered  by J. B. Gunn of IBM;  the  ava- 
lanche,  transit-time  diode, was  predicted  by W. T. Read 
of Bell Telephone  Laboratories in 1958, and  reported by 
R .  L. Johnston, B. C.  Deloach, and B. G. Cohen of 
Bell Telephone  Laboratories in 1965; and  solid-state 
plasma effects. This special issue covers  recent  work on 
these effects and a true bulk  negative-resistance  effect, 
named  limited  space-charge  accumulation  (LSA), which 
was  discovered by J. A. Copeland of Bell Telephone 
Laboratories. 

A wide range of devices for oscillation,  amplification, 
control of oscillation, and function  generation  have fol- 
lowed these  initial discoveries. 

The use of these new devices as laboratory oscillators, 
communication and  radar  transmitters,  including 
phased-array  types,  and receiver local oscillators  can be 
envisioned. Many new applications of these  microwave 
devices will be possible because of the small size and 
weight of the devices and  their rugged simplicity, as 
well as their low ultimate  cost. One  such  application 
may  be,  for  example, radar for  automobiles,  with the 
obvious advantage  during  times of poor visibilityand 
with  potential as a sensor for electronically operated 
vehicles. 

Representative  state-of-the-art oscillator power levels 
at present  are  approximately 150 watts in pulsed opera- 
tion at 2 GHz  and 350 mW in continuous  operation at 
1 2  GHz for the domain  mode  of  transferred-electron 
effect in GaAs. In  the LSA mode of transferred-electron 
effect in GaAs 350 watts in pulsed operation at 8 GHz 
and  early  results in continuous  operation  have  yielded 
several  milliwatts at 90 GHz. In the  avalanche diode, 
pulsed operation  has  yielded 30 watts at 10 GHz  and 
several watts  at  the  same frequency in continuous 
operation. All of these power levels can apparently be 
raised in the next few years, especially in the LSA mode, 
where a half a megawatt can be predicted  for pulsed 
operation at 10 GHz. 

This second special issue on semiconductor  bulk  effect 
and  transit-time devices  covers  recent  work up  to mid- 
1967 and includes the  contents of key  papers  presented 
at a conference in February, 1967, and at two confer- 
ences in June, 1967, along  with  other  material. 

In  the  area of transferred-electron  effect, the first 
paper  was  solicited to  present a perspective of the  vari- 
ous  aspects of domain and LSA modes. More  detailed 
papers on several  theoretical  and  computational  aspects 

of different modes appear next.  Several  papers on experi- 
mental  achievements follow, which  include  fundamental 
measurements on GaAs  with and  without  domains, 
operation of domain  mode in CdTe,  and  recent LSA and 
domain  mode  device  results,  including a means of signal 
amplification. 

In  the  area of avalanche  and  transit-time effect, small- 
signal theory, including noise, is presented,  and  recent 
results as well as future device design are reported. 

Microwave  radiation from indium  antimonide  and 
other  solid-state  plasma effects, in addition  to oscilla- 
tions due  to acoustic  domain  transit,  are also reported 
in a few papers. 

Finally,  several  short  contributions  are included as 
correspondence on the  same research areas. 
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